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Questions for Candidates for US Congress Offices 
from the Conservative Coalition of Harris County  

Our questionnaire is designed to give the candidate space to indicate their reasons and opinions 

concerning issues surrounding their races. This questionnaire will be posted onto the Conservative 

Coalition of Harris County website for public voter viewing.  

Candidate Name Position for which Candidate is Running 

Christian Collins U.S. Congress, TX-8 

Please give your answer to each of the following questions and please include your rationale with 

each answer. Please be concise and clear. 

 

1. Please describe the qualifications and experience that make you the best candidate in your 

political race. 

 Answer:   

I believe the greatest qualification for a future Congressman is someone that will be a true 

Servant Leader, a fighter for Conservative values, and someone that will truly represent the 

needs, concerns, and best interests of the people of his district.  

As a Conservative activist, I’ve been involved in serving the needs of the community for 

several years. In my time at the University of Texas, as a College Republican, I was 

involved in debating and even led a debate against the Democrats over ObamaCare. After 

college, I worked in the field knocking doors, calling, and working on Greg Abbott’s 

gubernatorial campaign. After that, I was a team member on Ted Cruz’s Presidential 

campaign traveling all over Texas and the US with Pastor Rafael Cruz to churches, faith 

groups, and other groups to get them involved in the political process. I was then chosen to 

be Congressman Kevin Brady’s campaign manager where I led successful campaign teams, 

met and made lifelong friendships with people all over the district, and spoke often for him 

on current issues and policies. For many years I’ve also been involved in serving our 

community alongside many of our non-profits, pro-life, and faith groups to minister to the 

needs of our constituents.  

-What really sets me apart, however, is that I’m a young next-generation Conservative 

leader with an inroad to reaching the youth and young adults. Just this year we hosted our 

annual Texas Youth Summit where we had over 2000 in attendance including 1200 youth. 

We’ve had such conservative speakers as Donald Trump Jr. Charlie Kirk, Candace Owens, 

former Press Secretary for Donald Trump-Kaleigh McEnany, our very own Ted Cruz, and 

more. I feel we must reach this next generation of young people to save our Nation, and as 

your Congressman, we will be the best candidate to do this. 
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2. Please explain what you believe are the most significant issues in this race, why you are 

running for this position and what differentiates you from the other candidate(s). 

 Answer:   

Top Issues: 

1. Election Integrity – Stopping the federal takeover of our elections (HR1), 

encouraging our legislatures to pass laws fully fortifying our elections so we never 

have another 2020 fiasco again. 

 

2. Securing the border - 1) we must finish the wall, 2) empower our border patrol to 

enforce our nation’s laws, 3) fully reinstate the Remain in Mexico policy, 4) and 

end Catch and Release.  5) I also support a moratorium on immigration until we 

stop the flow of illegal immigration.  6) For those that come here illegally, I’m on 

the record for many years stating that we should send them back to their country of 

origin so that they can apply to come here legally.  

 

3. Critical Race Theory – The radical Left wants our youth to hate one another based 

on the color of their skin, as well as believing that America is systemically racist.  

This is why they’re pushing the 1619 Project.  Before President Trump left office, 

he was advocating for the 1776 Project, pro-America and patriotic education.  I will 

fight as a member of Congress to get this passed. 

 

Why I’m Running: 

-I’m running to represent the will of the people as opposed to lobbyists, special interests, 

the leadership of the party or any party agenda that doesn’t fit with the will of my 

constituents and the Conservative grassroots.  I’m running to make DC listen to us. That’s 

why I’ve aligned myself (and am endorsed by) with the Freedom Caucus, the tip of the 

spear in DC who actually fight for the American people.  

-I’m running to find out the truth using Congressional powers and subpoenas of what 

happened in the 2020 election, I will be a relentless bulldog in exposing Dr. Fauci’s 

involvement in the creation of gain of function research, as well as find out the 

government’s involvement in January 6th.  I’m running to be a relentless truth-seeker to 

expose the deep state and ruling state.  

-I’m running to reach young voters to the Republican Party so that they can join alongside 

our older generations to save America. 

 

What differentiates me: 

1) I’m the only candidate that has been actively involved in this community before he 

decided to run for Congress. I’ve built a broad coalition of support of youth, 

pastors/faith leaders, first responders, veterans, homeschool parents, Republican 

Women, Republican precinct chairs, and others. 

2) The polling indicates that it’s a two-man race, and I’m the only Conservative 

candidate that is close enough in the polls to beat the Establishment opponent.  I’m 

the most Conservative candidate with the most financial backing, best poll numbers, 

ground game, and endorsements to beat the Establishment candidate and win.  I’m 

endorsed by Senator Ted Cruz, House Freedom Fund (the political arm of the House 

Freedom Caucus - housefreedomfund.com), Texas Right to Life, local law 

enforcement leaders, and more to come. 

3) I’m a next-generation young Conservative that has an inroad with the youth and 

young adults who our upcoming leaders.  
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3. What will be your top 2 or 3 priorities during this upcoming term? 

 Answer:   

I’m running to find out the truth using Congressional powers and subpoenas of 

what happened in the 2020 election, I will be a relentless bulldog in exposing Dr. 

Fauci’s involvement in the creation of gain of function research, as well as find out 

the government’s involvement in January 6th.  I’m running to be a relentless truth-

seeker to expose the deep state and ruling state. 

 

4. Please describe what you believe is the proper role for the federal government in job 

creation and intervention in the economy. 

 Answer:   

I believe that the federal government should have as little involvement as possible and let 

the free market work itself out (laissez-faire). 

 

5. Please describe your plan for balancing the federal budget. What budget items need to be 

cut (i.e. social programs) and what taxes and fees need to be increased? 

 Answer:   

Congress should pass a balanced budget amendment, dramatically reduce discretionary 

spending, rein in runaway entitlement spending through market-based reforms, and 

identify program in the budget that can be cut, terminated, or transferred to the states, or 

privatized. 

Taxes should actually be lowered/eliminated to spur economic growth. Here are the taxes 

that should be lowered: 

• Lower or eliminate marginal income tax rates for individuals. 

• Lower or eliminate the dividend tax rate. 

• Lower or eliminate the individual capital gains tax rate. 

• Lower or eliminate the corporate income tax rate. 

• Lower or eliminate the estate tax (“Death tax”). 

Furthermore, Congress must pass comprehensive tax reform, and either a flat tax or a 

single-rate national sales tax (like the Fair Tax) would spur economic growth, be fairer, 

and would lower compliance costs. 

 

6. Should the federal government finance and build the border wall with Mexico? Should 

they allow the remaining materials from the Trump administration to be used by the state 

of Texas? 

 Answer:   

Yes, the federal government should finance and build the border wall. If the federal 

government will not do its job to protect our nation’s sovereignty, the state of Texas should 

do the job for them by whatever means necessary.  
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7. Do you support defunding “Sanctuary Cities or States”? Should immigration laws be 

reformed? 

 Answer:   

Yes, these cities should not get federal funding. Those that are here illegally should be sent 

back to their countries of origin to apply to come here legally. We shouldn’t reform our 

immigration laws, but rather we should simply enforce the laws that we already have. 

Doing so would keep our nation safe. 

 

8. Do you support defunding Planned Parenthood of all federal funds? 

 Answer:  Yes 

 

9. Should state or federal gun laws and restrictions be tightened? 

 Answer:  Absolutely not.  

 

10. Do you support or oppose the Build Back Better multitrillion-dollar spending bill before 

Congress? If not, do you have any ideas about what should be done? 

 Answer:  I oppose it. Only about 5-7% of the BBB bill went to actual roads and bridges, 

and the rest to social engineering. If the infrastructure bill were actually about 

infrastructure then most Republicans might have backed it but this was not the case. 

 

11. Should the Biden’s administration have the power without congressional approval to create 

and enforce vaccine mandates?  

 Answer:  No, government has no right to mandate what vaccines go into its citizens’ 

bodies.  

 

12. Should the US Congress legislate that November elections are under Federal control rather 

than the states regulating their own elections? What is the Federal government’s role in 

setting voting rules and procedures for these elections, if any? 

 Answer:  No. The Federal Government should stay out of our elections, and leave this job 

to the state legislatures to create election law. That is why I strongly oppose H.R. 1 or any 

effort to federalize our nation’s elections. 

 

BY RETURNING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE, THE CANDIDATE ASSUMES FULL 

RESPONSIBLITY FOR ALL ANSWERS TO THIS QUESTIONNAIRE.  THE ANSWERS ON 

THE FOREGOING REFLECT THE CANDIDATE’S BEST EFFORTS TO ANSWER THIS 

QUESTIONNAIRE HONESTLY AND DIRECTLY. 

 

PLEASE SAVE YOUR COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE TO YOUR LOCAL MACHINE IN 

THE EVENT THAT THERE ARE ANY TECHNICAL PROBLEMS WHEN YOU ATTEMPT TO 

EMAIL IT BACK. 

 

Once this questionnaire has been completed, please email it to: 

 alex@cchc-pac.org 

 

 * Please note:  You must return your questionnaire from the email address to which it was sent.  

Questionnaires returned from any other email address will be considered fraudulent and will not be 

recorded and no answers will be published in the voter’s guide.  CCHC-PAC deems a return from the 

proper email address as authentication of the correct respondent. 

mailto:alex@cchc-pac.org
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